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Motivation
● Data produced in LHC is distributed to research sites across the globe 

using a variety of protocols.

● After the HL-LHC upgrade, we expect to see a thirty fold increase in data 
storage / transfer needs.

● We explore the scalability of XRootD-HTTPS, a protocol recently adopted 
within the LHC community as a replacement for the 
soon-to-be-deprecated GridFTP, which is currently used for the bulk of 
third party copy (TPC) transfers.
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Third Party Copy (TPC)

As opposed to streaming, in TPC 
transfers, a client initiates transfer 
between two servers. Afterwards 
only the servers communicate with 
each other.

Both GridFTP and XRootD-HTTPS 
support TPC natively.
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https://app.lucidchart.com/documents/edit/7ab976ec-9b64-457f-bb23-c68057f52c57/0&name=slides&callback_type=back&name=slides&callback_type=back?callback=close&name=slides&callback_type=back&v=483&s=265.57379898311586
https://app.lucidchart.com/documents/edit/c4743d56-de2f-4d47-b02e-1d1f4d469d30/0?callback=close&name=slides&callback_type=back&v=159&s=720


Objective

● To systematically execute TPC transfers both with GridFTP and 
XRootD-HTTPS over 100Gbps links and compare their performance.

● Study the sensitivity of these protocols to latency (RTT) between servers. 
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Methodology Overview
Step 1. Create Docker images for both XRootD and GridFTP using RPMs from 

OSG[1]
Step 2. Deploy one container on each 100Gbps capable node via Kubernetes, 

in the Pacific Research Platform (PRP)[2], a worldwide distributed 
Kubernetes cluster.

Step 3. Run TPC transfers for each pair of nodes using both XRootD-HTTPS, 
and GridFTP and calculate transfer rates.

Step 4. Create a mesh of measured throughputs using MadDash for both 
XRootD and GridFTP to monitor performance of these protocols 
relative to the hardware link (baseline determined using ethr).
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https://opensciencegrid.org/
https://pacificresearchplatform.org/


Step 1: Container Creation

Starting from OSG Software Base image, we install OSG Standalone RPMs for XRootD and 
GridFTP to build two Docker images.
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Step 2 & 3: Deploying the Pods & Running TPCs

● One pod is deployed on each 100Gbps capable node using a DaemonSet [3]
● TPCs are initiated using the master pod and rates are calculated using a Python script.
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Transfer Pods 

Master Pod

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/controllers/daemonset/


Geographical Locations of Nodes Used
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Step 4: Monitoring the Transfers

● TPCs between each pair of nodes are run (sequentially to ensure no node 
was being overused) and throughput measurements are sent to a 
Maddash mesh
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Fine Tuning each Transfer
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● Estimating limits of our Infrastructure
○ Test transfers between two volume mounts in the same pod to understand 

hardware limitations.
○ Check local read/write speed by making a pod with two memory mounts and 

copying (cp) files (5GB) between the mounts concurrently.

Six concurrent 
transfers are enough 
to reach 100Gbps. 

Throughput for more 
than 6 concurrent 
transfers should only 
depend on the 
XRootD + Network.



● Repeat the test with similar arrangement for XRootD-HTTPS and GridFTP.
○ Objective : To understand the penalty of using the XRootD.
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Regardless of the cause, 6 isn’t the magic number for XRootD, we achieve a 
max. transfer rate of ~ 82 Gbps at 11 concurrent transfers

Conclusion: Software introduces 
an overhead however, we are 
suspicious that it may be due to 
the transfers being routed 
through the NIC and not having 
enough CPU available (under 
investigation).



Results

● Comparing HTTPS with GridFTP and ethr [4] :
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TPC transfer throughput between two nodes in the same compute room (latency ~0.3 ms) measured over a 
period of two weeks. 

(All tests showcased 
are using 8 Streams to 
maintain uniformity)

XRootD-HTTPS TPCs slightly outperforms GridFTP, and both perform below fifty percent of 
the total link capacity measured by ethr (used to determine the baseline)

https://github.com/microsoft/ethr


Throughput as a Function of Latency
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8 Streams XRootD-HTTPS 
consistently outperforms 
GridFTP on average by ~ 
6Gbps or 30%

Both protocols are 
equally sensitive to 
latency.

After taking measurements over three weeks, we can see the sensitivity of throughput 
as a function of latency



Conclusions

● HTTPS consistently overperforms GridFTP (about 30% better transfer rates on average) given same 
setup i.e.  
○ Network capability
○ Final storage (NVMe or memory)

● We were able to achieve upto 45 Gbps using XRootD-HTTPS but we are still significantly below the 
throughput of the same hardware using ethr. 
○ ethr achieves roughly 80% of the theoretically achievable bandwidth of the hardware link.

● Throughput decreases significantly as we increase the latency.
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Questions
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Backup
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Why Use This Method?

1. The Pacific Research Platform (PRP) runs a worldwide distributed 

Kubernetes cluster with several 100 Gbps capable links.

2. Kubernetes allows for very high scalability, pods can be deployed on any 

number of nodes

3. Transfer Rate can be calculated easily by doing transfers between pods 

using the node’s host network.

4. Tests can be replicated by building from my image on any cluster.
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Tuning the TPC Transfers

TPCs are tested using various file sizes to estimate the optimal size for 
maximizing throughput and at the same time, requiring minimum resources.
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Transfer Rate 
does not change 
(significantly) with 
file size, therefore 
1 GB files are 
chosen.



Nodes far Apart
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For stashcache.t2.ucsd.edu → osg.kans.nrp.internet2.edu,

HTTPS TPC Throughput

ethr Throughput

HTTPS TPC Throughput

ethr Throughput

These nodes happen to be more than 1k miles apart (45 ms) 


